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Introduction
The concept of using artificial laser guide stars (LGS) for Adaptive Optics (AO) systems [1, 2] has been proposed to increase sky coverage by enabling the partial correction of the effects of the atmospheric turbulence in regions where no bright natural guide stars are present in the vicinity of the astrophysical source of interest. In such an instrumental configuration the fundamental limits preventing a perfect correction of the incoming corrugated wavefront have three origins, the latter being specific to the use of LGS:
1. the inability of the wavefront sensor (WFS) to probe and/or the deformable mirror (DM) to correct some (often the high) frequency components of the turbulent wavefront (the so called fitting error ), together with the presence of photon and detector noises associated with the WFS measurements.
2. the spatial and temporal decorrelation between the science and guide star wavefronts, when the guide star is located off-axis and when the correction is applied with a temporal delay due to the finite temporal frequency of the AO control loop.
3. the spherical nature of LGS wavefront because of the finite altitude of the artificial spot that drives its coneshaped beam to cross only a fraction of the turbulence seen by the science target, resulting in a additional term in the error budget known as focus anisoplanatism [3] or most commonly described as the cone effect [4] .
In order to cancel the latter effect that severely reduces the performance of AO systems, it has been proposed to simultaneously use several LGS located at different angular positions in the sky and to perform a 3D mapping of the turbulent volume [4] . For this so-called Laser Tomography Adaptive Optics (LTAO) technique [5] , each LGS is associated to a dedicated wavefront sensor, and the corrugated wavefront estimated from the 3D-mapped turbulence is compensated with a single deformable mirror (DM) conjugated to the telescope pupil, thus providing a potentially important correction of the atmospheric effects but over a narrow field of view. Generating artificial spots in the sky can be achieved either by Rayleigh back-scattering for low altitude atmospheric layers ( < ∼ 20km) or by excitation of Sodium atoms in the mesospheric Sodium layer located at ≃ 90km. Although the first solution requires only mainstream -hence economical -laser technology over a large range of wavelengths [6] , making use of such Rayleigh stars has been mostly abandoned for their low altitude prevents from a good correction of the cone effect, especially for large apertures [7] . Considering its low cost, the potential of Rayleigh LGS however deserves to be quantified in perspective of the financial benefits. On the contrary Sodium stars are often preferred because of the less severe cone effect. It however necessitates custom-made state-of-the-art expensive lasers [8] that drastically increase the budget of the AO system, all the more since several LGSs are contemplated. The capabilities of LTAO technique has been investigated through bench demonstrators [9] and by means of performance simulations for specific AO systems on large aperture (GALACSI-VLT [10] , GMT [11] , ATLAS-ELT [12] ), but no generic theoretical study has been published so far. The aim of our paper is thus twofold: in the first part, we provide in Section (2) and (3) a formal derivation of the performance of LTAO, taking into account in a unified modelling the effects of focus anisoplanatism, incomplete wavefront sensing as well as spatial and temporal decorrelation between the science and guide stars wavefronts, for both continuous and discrete profiles of turbulence. In the second part, we use this analytical framework to quantitatively study in Sections (4) and (5) the cases of AO systems using one or several LGSs. We finally presents in Section (6) a comparison of the performance that can be expected when using Sodium or Rayleigh lasers with different existing AO systems on telescopes with apertures ranging from 3m to 10m.
Background formalism and underlying assumptions 2.A. Wave propagation and Bessel functions
Integrals involving the product of Bessel functions have been shown to be an important feature of electromagnetic field propagation through atmosphere [13, 14] . Following the notation of Hu et al. [13] , we introduce the definition of the functions H2J and H3J that will be convenient to express the results of our analytical derivations:
H3J(s, n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , a, b, c) =
where J n1,n2,n3 are Bessel functions of the first kind of order n 1 , n 2 , n 3 respectively, and s, a, b, c are parameters of H2J and H3J functions. Integrals of that form are related to Mellin Transform [15] and formal evaluations involving gamma and hypergeometric functions [16] can be performed in some specific cases, as provided by Gradshteyn et al. [17] (see Eq. 6.578 ♯1) and by Tyler [18] .
2.B. Independent tip/tilt correction Wavefront sensing with monochromatic
LGSs is unable to measure the random shift (tip/tilt) of the image because of inverse return of light principle. Several concepts have been proposed to solve this indeterminacy such as making simultaneous use of two small auxiliary telescopes [19] or two LGS [20] , by taking advantage of the properties of polychromatic LGS [21] or by adding to the whole AO system a specific instrument dedicated to the estimation of the image displacement by pointing a nearby natural guide star [22] . Since our analysis focuses on performance of LGS Adaptive Optics, that is the correction of higher order modes than tip and tilt, we assume in the following that these are estimated independently and fully corrected. In order to take into account partial tip/tilt correction, a quadratic error must be added to the error budget following e.g. the formalism of D. Sandler [23] that models the atmospheric tip/tilt error (influence of higher modes on the estimation of tip/tilt [24] ), tip/tilt anisoplanatism error and photon/detector noise associated to the tip/tilt measurements.
2.C. Science star turbulent wavefront
We define Φ(r r r) as the turbulent phase of the plane wavefront arising from the science star. Using Zernike polynomials, the piston/tip-tilt removed science phase can be written as:
with R the radius of the telescope aperture, and ρ ρ ρ = r r r/R, the polynomials being defined over the unit radius circle. The piston mode is also not considered as it is irrelevant for AO correction and wavefront sensing issues. The statistics of the turbulent science phase is characterized by the covariance matrix Cov(φ φ φ) =< φ φ φφ φ φ T > , where <> denotes the statistical average and T is the transpose operator. Following Noll description [25] , the turbulence variance σ 2 φ , that is the trace of the covariance, writes:
where D = 2R is the diameter of the telescope and r 0 is the Fried parameter defined at zenith as [26] :
n (h) is the atmospheric structure constant of the refractive index along the altitude h above the telescope.
2.D. Spherical LGS wavefronts: the cone effect
We call Φ lgs (r r r, α α α p ) the turbulent phase of the spherical wavefronts coming from the N lgs laser guide stars located at respective angular position α α α p , p ∈ [1..N lgs ] that are used to probe the atmospheric turbulence. The portion of atmosphere crossed by the laser beams -therefore the turbulent LGS phase -depends on α α α p . The spatial covariance B lgs Φ (Rρ ρ ρ) of the LGS turbulent phase that characterizes its statistical properties is however independent of this angular location and can be written as:
where n is the refractive index and B h ∆n is the covariance of its fluctuation for the turbulent layer located at the altitude h and of infinitesimal thickness δh, and assuming that these layers are statistically independent (small perturbations and near-field approximations [27] ). Due to the spherical nature of the LGS wavefront (cone effect), the fraction of the turbulence ζ(h) seen by the LGS beam at the altitude
with L the altitude of the LGS, as shown in Fig. (1, left) . The power spectrum W lgs Φ (κ κ κ) of the LGS phase is by definition the Fourier Transform of its spatial covariance and thanks to Eq. (7) can be written as: Under Kolmogorov statistics hypothesis [28, 29] , the refractive index fluctuation power spectrum W h ∆n (κ κ κ) is given by:
0.023r
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and W lgs Φ (κ κ κ) takes the final form:
The ratio of the integrals over the altitude captures the cone effect due to the finite altitude of the LGS. In case of a plane wavefront we have L = ∞ and ζ(h) = 1, hence the ratio is equal to one and we obtain the definition of the classical Kolmogorov phase power spectrum. Finally we describe the LGS phase over the Zernike polynomial basis as following:
2.E. Control loop delay An AO loop works at a finite speed (roughly a few hundred Hz), which translates into a time delay τ between the observation of the scientific source and the actual correction of the atmospheric perturbations from the guide star.
In such a case, the science star turbulent phase Φ(r r r, t) taken at given time t will be corrected from the LGS phase Φ lgs (r r r, α α α p , t + τ ) taken at a time t + τ . Under Taylor hypothesis of "frozen turbulence" this time delay can be transformed into a spatial shift ∆ρ ρ ρ = τv v v(h), where v v v(h) is the wind speed vector for the altitude h. The crossedcovariance between the science star and guide star phases can thus be computed as:
We emphazise that, at the difference of the plane and spherical wavefront phase covariances, the cross-covariance is a non-stationnary process since it depends on the location ρ ρ ρ 1 where this quantity is computed from. For describing the wind associated to the turbulent layers, Bufton [30] has provided an empirical law for the wind speed modulus:
where the numbers outside the brackets are in meters per second. From the wind speed average v, one can estimate the coherence time of the turbulence t 0 , using the definition of Greenwood [31] : 
A s is the area of the subaperture, and λ the wavelength of the AO WFS path. From Eqs. (16) and (11), we can introduce the interaction matrix D ∞ that converts the LGS phase Zernike coefficients into SH slope measurements:
Note that D ∞ is block-diagonal, the number of blocks being equal to the number of LGS/AO used. Each block is made of two sub-matrices [D x , D y ] that account for the slopes measurements in both directions, that is: respect to the center of the telescope aperture, as shown in Fig (1,right) . For a circular subaperture of radius R s , we have A s = πR s 2 and the Fourier Transform Π k s (κ κ κ) of the k th subaperture can be written as:
In such a case, the elements of the interaction matrix can be computed formally in terms of integrals of products of three Bessel functions, as demonstrated in App. A.3. Using notations of Sect. 2.A, we have:
where n and m are respectively the radial degree and the azimuthal frequency associated to the j th Zernike polynomial and s n,m , β x,y |m|±1 are defined by:
When using LGS beacons, the SH will not be sensitive to the tip/tilt modes of the LGS phase. As a result the tip and tilt contributions to the slopes must be removed, such that the effective measured slopes s s s are given by:
where φ lgs 1 and φ lgs 2 are respectively the tip and tilt Zernike coefficients of the LGS turbulent wavefronts.
2.G. Perfect deformable mirrors
For sake of simplicity we assume in the following that the deformable mirror (DM) is able to perfectly reproduce the shape of the wavefront provided by the wavefront sensors. In practice there is however a mismatch between the desired wavefront and the surface that the mirror will eventually take, since the number of actuators that shape the surface of the mirror is not infinite. This mismatch can be modelled by taking into account the projection of the slopes onto the DM modes, that is the actuators responses. We refer to the work of Wallner [33] (single guide star case) and Tokkovinin et. al. [34] (multiple guide stars case) for a modelling of the problem that includes this effect.
2.H. Wavefront reconstruction and residual phase error
We call Φ(r r r) the estimated turbulent phase from the slope measurements and φ φ φ its related Zernike coefficients vector.The residual phase variance is by definition the variance of the phase difference integrated over the pupil of the telescope:
where Π p (ρ ρ ρ) is the unitary pupil function. The computation of Φ from the measurements s s s is a linear fitting process. We introduce M the so-called control matrix [33] representing this process. We thus can write the following relationship:
where ǫ ǫ ǫ is the additive (i.e. photon, detector) noise associated to the slopes. Data cosmetics (flat-field, dark current etc.) are not considered in this paper since these effects are assuemd to be removed through proper calibration. If we assume an aperture without central obstruction, standard Zernike polynomials form an orthonormal basis and equation (25) simplifies as:
where <> atm,ǫ is the average over both the atmosphere and the additive noise statistics. The explicit form of M will be investigated in Sect. (3.C).
Computation of the residual phase error
The aim of this Section is threefold: first we provide the formal expression of the residual phase error in the general case of multiple LGS AO correction and continous turbulent atmospheric profile. However, performing tomography of the turbulence requires to describe the atmosphere as thin discrete turbulent layers located at specific heights. In this respect, we also provide the computation of the residual error using an independent matrix-oriented approach.
From this latter modelling, we finally derive the expression of the optimal control matrix M that enables to minimize the residual error.
3.A. General analytical approach
With further hypothesis that atmospheric and additive noises are independent, the matrix expression of previous equation is:
Cov(s s s) denotes the covariance of the slopes measurements. As s s s is the concatenation of x and y slopes for each LGS located at α α α p , the elements of the matrix results in the computation of three moments (24) , leads to:
The formal expressions of the moments involved in the computation of Cov(s s s) are given in Appendix B. For the case of SH circular subapertures, the moments can be written using H2J and H3J functions:
where
Similarly Cov(φ φ φ, s s s) represents the cross-correlation between the slopes and the tip/tilt removed science star turbulent phase. The elements C x sφ , C y sφ of the matrix are defined by:
The computation of these moments are provided in Appendix B. In the specific case of SH circular subapertures, their expression involves H3J function:
Finally, Cov(ǫ ǫ ǫ) represents the additive noise covariance. Assuming identical noises for all SH and that the noises are independent between two different subapertures, the covariance matrix can be rewritten Cov(ǫ ǫ ǫ) = σ 2 ǫ .Id, where Id is the identity matrix and σ 2 ǫ is the quadratic sum of the photon (σ 2 p ) and detector noises (σ 2 d ). Rousset [32] has given an expression for both noises, in the case of SH wavefront sensors:
where N ph is the number of photons per subaperture, σ e − is the detector noise rms per pixel, and X T , X D are the full width half maximum (in pixels) of respectively the turbulent and diffraction-limited subaperture image spots. As it is beyond the scope of this paper, the previous equations do not take into account the effect of the laser spot elongation on the SH subapertures due to the parallax effect and the non-zero thickness of the layer where the spot is created. This additional effects that varies with the radial location of the LGS can be taken into consideration by replacing previous equations with that of e.g. Bechet et al. [35] (see Eq. (6) of their paper).
3.B. Discrete turbulent layers: matrix approach
We now assume that the turbulent medium can be modelled by a discrete sum of N el equivalent, statistically independent turbulent layers of thickness ∆h, as sketched in Fig. (2) . In such a case, Eqs. (3) and (11) can be respectively rewritten as: ).
where φ φ φ(h k ), φ φ φ lgs (α α α p , h k ) are the Zernike coefficients for respectively the science and LGS phase of the k th turbulent layer. For each layer, the outer part of all the LGS cone beams together defines the limits of a so-called meta-pupil [36] which covers the turbulence crossed by both the science and LGS wavefronts at that layer. If α α α max is the largest angular location of the LGS network, the size of the meta-pupil R M (h) is defined as:
We call Φ M , φ φ φ M (h k ) the phase and its associated Zernike coefficients defined over the metapupils of each turbulent layer. Ragazzoni et al. [36] have shown that there exists linear procedures (i.e. matrices) that allow one to deduce the Zernike coefficients of the science and LGS wavefronts from those of the meta-pupils. We call these matrices W h k and L αp h k respectively. They satisfy:
Several techniques are available in the literature to evaluate the coefficients of both matrices. As W deals with pupil scaling (from R M to R), one can indifferently use the methods of [37] [38] [39] . The calculation of L is more complex since it requires pupil translation (from 0 to h|α α α max |) in addition to pupil scaling (from
. Different, however equally working ways of solving the problem are available [40] [41] [42] . Using altogether Eqs. 17, 41, 42, 44, 45, we get :
where L α is the block-diagonal matrix including all matrices L αp , p ∈ [1..N lgs ]. As a result, in the case of an atmospheric model made of statistically independent discrete turbulent layers, the covariance matrices required to compute the residual error of Eq. (28) are given by:
where Cov(φ φ φ
T > is the covariance matrix of the turbulent phase of the k th atmospheric layer for which an expression is given by Noll [25] with D = 2R
M (h).
3.C. Minimum Mean Square Error: optimal control matrix Assuming Gaussian statistics for the noise, the classical estimator of the reconstructed phase in the least square sense is defined by the generalized inverse of D ∞ :
In theory, the number of columns N z in D ∞ is infinite as is the number of polynomials in the Zernike basis. In practice, if we set N z to a high number (i.e.
becomes ill-conditioned because of frequency aliasing due to the finite size of the subapertures and its inversion introduces an unacceptable increase in the noise. If on the contrary, we compute D ∞ with a low number of Zernike modes (typically N z ≃ M s /2), we introduce a modelling error [43] as the description of the phase on the Zernike basis is incomplete. The value of N z (which moreover depends on the SNR of the measurements) must be chosen carefully in order to obtain a fair trade-off between both aliasing and modelling errors and in practice this method reveals itself unsatisfactory. To circumvent this problem Fusco [44] has proposed to compute the control matrix by minimizing the residual variance by exploiting the prior knowledge of both the statistics of the phase (Cov(φ φ φ)) and the noise of the slopes measurements (Cov(ǫ ǫ ǫ)). The so-called Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimator is then derived such that dσ 2 res /dM = 0. It turns out that [44] :
The previous equation is however derived from the hypothesis of a single, natural (e.g. plane wavefront), on-axis guide star, hence the above expression is optimal only for this particular case. For providing a generalization of the MMSE estimator for single/multiple spherical wavefront guide stars located at any angular positions in the sky, we simply perform the matrix derivation with respect to M of the residual variance of Eq. (28) , introducing the definition of Eqs. (48, 49, 50) for the respective covariances. We finally obtain:
This equation is valid for any number of guide stars. In the case of multiple guide stars, we find here the same expression as for the Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO) control matrix [45] but altered for the specific case of LTAO sub-class, which works with a projection over a single deformable mirror and for a single direction of interest at the center of the field [46] . We precise that previous optimal control matrices refer to the minimization of the residual phase error for open-loop AO correction, as it is usually investigated in the litterature. For closed-loop operations, one needs to take into account the feedback towards the DM that drives to null the signal generated by the guide star wavefront sensing. In other words, the error that is contemplated to be minimized in closed-loop is defined by < ∆ 2 s > with [33] :
In that case, the MMSE closed-loop control matrix M cl lgs takes a slighty different form:
In the following we will focuses on the open-loop definitions. This choice does however not affect the conclusions of our analysis.
The single LGS case
We present in this section the theoretical performance of AO correction using one LGS and the optimal MMSE wavefront reconstruction of Eq. (53). They are analysed alternatively in terms of phase residual error (σ res ) given in radians, or Strehl ratio (SR(λ im )) for a given imaging wavelength λ im with SR(
In the following examples, we have enforced a SNR of 100 (the SNR being defined as the ratio between the turbulence variance and the noise variance [45] ) such that we focus here on the performance limitations due to the combined effects of partial AO correction provided by the WFS (the fitting error) and focal anisoplanatism (cone effect). The global evolution of the error with the number of photoevents is presented in Sect. (6) . In the first graph of Fig. (3) , we also compare the results obtained with the general approach of Sect. (3.A) (dashed lines) with that of the matrix study of Sect (3.B) (solid lines). Although in good agreement, we note a small (∼ 10 −2 rad for D/r 0 = 1) however systematic difference between the two methods. This is explained by the fact that the matrix approach, in order to estimate the covariance matrices Cov(φ φ φ), Cov(s s s) and Cov(φ φ φ, s s s), requires the effective computation of the interaction matrix D ∞ which in practice will only take into account a finite number of Zernike modes (that we have set in this paper to N z = 406, that is up to n z = 27 radial degrees). On the contrary, the general technique fully computes the same covariance matrices without going through the Zernike basis description, i.e. without modelling error. An upper limit of the discrepancy between both methods can thus be roughly estimated from the remaining turbulent error of the modes not considered in the matrix approach. The turbulent variance of uncorrected Zernike polynomials from n z +1 to ∞ is given by Conan [47] 
−2 rad which is consistent with our results. In order to validate our calculations, we have also built a quick simulation tool that models the problem by (i) generating a sample of N s random screen phases (here N s = 500) following Kolmogorov turbulence (using Roddier method [48] ) and (ii) numerically computing the slopes of the (tip-tilt removed) phases over each subaperture. The simulated residual error together with its statistical dispersion are overplotted (symbols and error bars) and match the theoretical curves, hence confirming our analytical approaches. In the following, the parameters are fixed as D = 2m, r0 = 12cm (in R band), M s = 69, h = [0.01, 5, 12]km, ∆h = 0.5km (the layer thickness being required to compute r 0 ) and α = 0.5D/L, unless when taken as variables or mentioned otherwise.
4.A. Focal anisoplanatism and fitting error
Turbulent layer vs.
LGS altitude: Figure (3, top left) shows the behavior of the residual error as a function of the height of the turbulent layer (one layer considered here), assuming D/r 0 = 1. As the altitude of the turbulent layer increases, the fraction of the turbulence crossed by the LGS beam decreases, hence the quality of the correction. This graph illustrates the well-known cone effect due to the finite altitude of the LGS star. When the LGS is high in the sky, that is significantly higher than the upper turbulent layer, the cone effect remains fairly small. On the contrary when the LGS lies close to the turbulence, the performance can be degraded up to a factor of ∼ 3 between layers at 1km and 12km. When the turbulent layer is above the LGS, no correction is performed and the error saturates at the Noll value of Eq. (4), that is σ res ≃ 0.37 rad for D/r 0 = 1. Figure (3, top right) displays the residual error as a function of D/r 0 for different turbulent layers, respectively h = 0.01km, 5km, 12km, and a combination of these three with C 2 n strengths chosen such that r 0 keeps the same value as that of single layer profiles.For obtaining r 0 = 12cm in R band, We thus have set C 2 n = 1.7 × 10 −15 m −2/3 for one layer, and equal C 2 n values of 5.7 × 10 −16 m −2/3 for three layers. We can see that, like the residual error in classical AO correction, the LGS AO is following a (D/r 0 ) −5/6 law. In the case of the 3-layer turbulent profile (dashdotted line), the error is mostly driven by the higher layer of the turbulence where the cone effect is the strongest. Cone effect vs. fitting error: Figure (3, bottom left) shows the evolution of the K-band Strehl ratio with the number of subapertures (and consequently the size of the subapertures). As expected the Strehl increases with M s , since the subaperture diameter decreases and the WFS provides a tighter sampling of the incoming wavefront. However, because most of the turbulent energy is contained in the low modes, the Strehl slowly bend towards a flatter curve and the gain in performance becomes progressively marginal. For guide stars located at finite altitude, the AO correction is in addition severely limited by the cone effect that causes an overall loss in the performance, roughly of 10% (L = 90km) and 50% (L = 15km) of the K-band Strehl ratio expected for a natural guide star. Focal anisoplanatism also drives to a stronger saturation of the performance so that it becomes worthless to increase the number of subaperture at some point. This is especially true for low altitude LGS where the SR reaches a plateau for a small number of subapertures (M s ≃ 20 − 30 for D = 2m).Tyler [49] has provided the residual phase variance due to focal anisoplanatism for the case of perfect (i.e perfect wavefront sensor) on-axis correction using LGS. He has shown that this variance could be written under the form (D/d 0 )
5/3 where d 0 is the so-called effective diameter of a LGS compensated imaging system, and is given by Eq. (61) of his paper. This result can be translated into Strehl ratio upper limits, that is the maximum achievable performance using LGS AO correction. In our case, we find SR = 0.91 and SR = 0.53 in K-band, for respectively LGS at 90km and 15km, which is consistent with our results presented in Figure (3, bottom left) . 
Control loop delay:
We investigate here the effect of a time delay τ in the AO loop. In the case of our 3-layers profile, we obtain an average wind speed of v ≃ 18.5m/s and a (R band) coherence time of t 0 ≃ 2 ms. Fig. (3, bottom  right) shows how the performance is degrading with an increasing time delay. Such an effect is expected since time delay translates into spatial decorrelation between the science and guide star, hence damaging the AO correction. As a consequence the SR continuously degrades as the time delay increases and performance can undergo severe loss in cases of integration times significantly higher than the coherence time of the atmosphere, with e.g. a K-band SR loss of ∼ 25% for τ = 4t 0 . These results are in agreement with Min & Yi study [50] . 
4.B. Analysis of the optimal reconstruction
Figure (4, top-left) compares the levels of correction with respect to the chosen control matrix. We can see an improvement as we go from the SVD matrix (Eq. (51)) to MMSE methods, both for on-axis NGS (Eq. (52)) as well as LGS (Eq. (53)) matrices. The latter case provides the best results with an improvement of a factor of ∼ 1.5 with respect to the SVD reconstruction method. For the SVD reconstruction, we have set the number of Zernike polynomials to be equal to half the number of subapertures. When the latter number is increased (and hence the number of Zernikes), we can see that at some point the performance of the SVD estimator starts to decrease, the residual error climbing up again. This behavior illustrates the inability of the WFS to "see" some particular modes when no regularization has been performed. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4 (top-right) , the M ltao control matrix allows to significantly improve the effective isoplanatic patch of the LGS star (defined as the range of angular distance over which the residual error is lower than that of the uncorrected one) by at least a factor of 3 as α > 40 ′′ when the MMSE LGS method is used in place of α ≃ 15 ′′ for the SVD/MMSE NGS reconstruction techniques. Using the MMSE reconstruction in order to optimize LGS AO correction, however requires an a priori knowledge of both the altitude of the turbulent layers and the location of the guide star; parameters that are difficult to estimate precisely and can also slowly vary with time. Figure 4 (bottom) investigates (for the one-layer atmospheric model) the robustness of the technique to an error in the estimation of the layer altitude and the angular location of the LGS. It shows that MMSE LGS estimator can tolerate large uncertainties of ∆h ∼ 5km and ∆α ∼ 3 ′′ before reaching similar performance to that of M ngs control matrix. The range even widens when compared to the standard SVD technique. These ranges depend neither on the true value of the turbulent layer height nor that of the LGS angular location since the MMSE LGS curves will shift only along the x-axis as a function of these values. To circumvent the cone effect limitation, one can use a network of LGSs located at different positions in the sky and carrying out a tomographic reconstruction of the atmosphere. In the following, the LGSs will be radially distributed on a circle the radius of which (so-called LGS field of view) can vary. Figure (5) shows the K-band SR as a function of the LGS field of view, for increasing number of guide stars, for both cases of Sodium (L = 90km) and Rayleigh (L = 15km) lasers. As expected, using several LGSs instead of one allows an increase in the quality of the correction. And the improvement is all the more significant when the single LGS is launched off-axis. For the Sodium laser case, we can see that 4 LGSs are enough to fully cancel out the cone effect and reach the performance of an on-axis natural guide star. On the contrary, the cone effect can only be partially compensated when using Rayleigh lasers, 6 LGSs allowing to reach ∼ 70% of the K-band Strehl ratio of the on-axis natural guide star. For high altitude LGS system, the optimal LGS FOV is strongly marked and the performance can be severely degraded when the LGS circle deviate from this specific radius, especially when a few number of LGSs are used. The optimum is found to be for α ∼ 0.5D/L, that is when the circle which the LGSs draw on sky matches with the edge of the telescope aperture. This empirical law can also be deduced from rough geometrical considerations [7] noticing that α = 0.5D/L is the minimum angle that enable to encompass the full volume of turbulence (the outer part of the LGS beams in that case being superimposed to that of the science star beam). Tokovinin et al. [34] have also found the same optimum from their numerical code (see for e.g. in Fig. (4) of their paper with an optimal radius of ∼ 9 ′′ for d = 8m, L = 90km, in the case of 3LGS). The SR optimum is however not as sharp when the number of LGS is bigger than the number of turbulent layers. Also, the rule is valid only when the LGS are significantly higher than the upper atmospheric layer, roughly when h upper ≤ L/2. For low altitude LGS such as Rayleigh stars, the situation is less clear. As the cone effect is stronger, the optimal angular radius will depend on the altitude of the upper turbulent layer. In that case, a theoretical analysis of the performance is suitable for a priori estimating the best radius of the LGS network according to the atmospheric properties of the observational site (most of all the altitude of the upper layer). The use of LTAO reconstruction requires the turbulent profile to be decomposed in discrete thin layers (so-called equivalent layers [45] ), in order to achieve atmosphere tomography. We analyse in this section the validity of such a decomposition and estimate how many layers are needed to correctly describe the effects of a given continuous turbulent profile. We consider a classical Hufnagel continuous (night) profile [51] , as shown in Fig. (6, left) , adjusting parameters in order to obtain r 0 = 12cm in R band. We then slice this profile in N el equally thick zones and compute for each zone the height of the equivalent layer, such that the k th altitude verifies:
5.B. Validity of atmospheric equivalent layers modelling
where h min (k) and h max (k) are the lower and upper limits of the k th C 2 n zone. The turbulence associated to this layer is: It is clear that, independent of the number and altitudes of the LGSs, the residual error quickly reaches a plateau, showing that only a few layers (∼ 4) are sufficient for a proper modelling of the LTAO correction. The plateau is less pronounced in the case of low altitude LGS, although the relative error on the phase residual estimate remains < ∼ 5% when modelling the atmosphere with 4 EL instead of 10. This translates into a relative error of < ∼ 2% in the estimation of the associated K-band Strehl ratio. Our study thus theoretically validates the relevance of the equivalent layer approach. It is consistent with Fusco analysis who concluded that "only a small number of layers are needed to obtain a good precision on the statistical behavior of the turbulent phase" [44] .
6. Sodium vs. Rayleigh guide stars Sodium LGS have been proven to provide a better correction than compared to Rayleigh LGS because of a much less severe cone effect. However, as Sodium lasers are substentially more expensive by a factor of > ∼ 10 and may even dominate the cost of the full AO system, it is interesting to compare the quality of AO correction between a single Sodium LGS and several Rayleigh LGSs, as long as the overall cost of the AO remains smaller in the latter case. We investigate this trade-off for different classes of telescope diameter in the context of existing observatories where Sodium laser devices have been installed and can be used for their AO system, namely: Lick [52] . For the Rayleigh case, the stars shows the minimum power required for reaching the saturation regime, varying from 5W to 20W.
We have used experimental data obtained with combined MASS-DIMM site testing instruments [53] n is probably leading to more optimistic results as the contribution of the upper layers is lower in this case than that of the measurements at Mauna Kea. The numbers of SH subapertures of the wavefront sensors correspond to the actual AO instruments in operation, as summarized by Wizinovitch [52] .
− . Figure (7) displays the K-band Strehl ratio as a function of the incoming number of photons per subaperture, covering the different noise regimes as the photon flux increases: detector noise, photon noise and fitting error/cone effect plateau, respectively. For the Sodium LGS case, we have indicated the expected return photon flux of a 15W laser with a star symbol. From the lidar equation [54] , it corresponds roughly to a spot brightness of N ∼ 1.5 × 10 6 ph/m 2 /s or equivalently to a star magnitude of V ≃ 9.5. These numbers are consistent with the properties of the laser effectively used for Lick, Gemini, and Keck [52] . For the VLT, while the specification requires a return flux of N ≥ 1 × 10 6 ph/m 2 /s [55] , it seems that the actual laser rather provides a V ≃ 11 artificial spot [52] . Both options (V ≃ 11 and V ≃ 9.5) are reported in this case. Alternatively, Rayleigh star return flux is indicated considering the minimum power required to reach optimal performance (saturation regime). We find that a minimum power of ∼ 5W−20W is needed, values that are main stream numbers for that class of lasers [54] . We note that the contribution of LGS AO (i.e. without tip/tilt error) to the error budget obtained from Keck science images [56] (see Table 1 . in their paper) gives a K-band Strehl ratio of ∼ 0.5, which is in good agreement with our theoretical estimations (∼ 0.45). Similarly, the estimated (LGS/AO) K-band Strehl ratio of ∼ 0.7 computed by Max et al. [57] for the Lick Sodium LGS (see Table 1 . in their paper) is consistent with our predictions (∼ 0.6). We however emphasize that the present Sodium laser operating points are at the very edge or even below the plateau region that represents the maximum achievable performance. Although the estimation of the return flux is of debate since it will strongly depend on various factors like the Sodium abundance in the mesospheric layer, we assert that more powerful lasers are quite likely to improve the performance of LGS AO correction of these observatories. The improvment would be significant especially for Lick and VLT telescopes with a potential K-band Strehl ratio increase of ∼ 15%. It would however require lasers with power 2 to 5 times stronger than those in operation, hence driving to a substential growth of the cost of the instrument. In the case of Lick telescope, we can see that Rayleigh stars can represent a very interesting alternative since only 3 such lasers will allow reaching performance equivalent to that of the present Sodium LGS. We therefore stress that, for the < ∼ 5m class telescopes, this approach may offer an excellent potential in terms of benefits/cost. On the contrary, the situation severly shifts in favour of Sodium LGS when the telescope size increases, as the cone effect becomes too strong to be compensated by a network of several Rayleigh stars, as infered by Le Louarn et al. [7] . Even doubling the number of Rayleigh stars from 3 to 6 is far from reaching the performance of Sodium LGS. As a consequence, the Rayleigh LGS solution will not give the same performance as that of a Sodium LGS for the > ∼ 8m class telescopes. However, if cost is a prority driver, for a loss in K-band Strehl ratio of ∼ 50%, one could get a mulit-Rayleigh LGS at a fraction of the cost of a Sodium LGS. In an even more drastic way, Extremely Large Telescopes (ELT) of diameters > ∼ 30m, that are contemplated to be be built in the next decade, will absolutely be unable to work with Rayleigh laser guide systems.
Conclusion
We have provided in this paper an analytical derivation of the performance of LTAO technique, demonstrating that the phase residual error can be formally described by a combination of integrals of product of three Bessel functions. Thanks to this formalism, we have quantified the limitations of AO performance arising from the combined effect of partial wavefront sensing, time delay and cone effect when using one LGS. The latter effect can be fought by using several guide stars and performing a tomographic reconstruction of the turbulent volume. In the case of Sodium lasers, the compensation of focal anisoplanatism can be total with a moderate number (≥ 3) of artificial spots evenly distributed in the sky on a circle of angular radius 0.5D/L. With Rayleigh stars, for which cone effect is much stronger, focal anisoplanatism can be only partially corrected, even when using a great number of beacons, because the upper turbulent layers cannot be fully mapped by the laser beams. This fundamental limitation has often led to consider Rayleigh stars unsuitable for astronomical purposes. However, when dealing with small diameter class telescopes ( < ∼ 5m), using a few (∼ 3) of such lasers instead of a single Sodium one should be considered as a conceivable alternative for it can provide equivalent AO correction with a lower overall cost of the instrument. A.1 Integral forms of Bessel functions We recall the properties of the J m Bessel functions in their integral forms. They will be used to derive the equations of following appendices:
A.2. Zernike polynomials characteristics In polar coordinates. the Zernike modes are defined for a circular aperture without obstruction as:
where n and m are respectively the radial degree and the azimuthal frequency of the j th polynomial, j being defined as j = n(n+2)+m 2
, and:
The Zernike modes are orthonormal over a circle of unit radius, that is:
with Π p (ρ ρ ρ) being the unitary pupil function. For a given phase Φ(Rρ ρ ρ) defined over a pupil of radius R, its Zernike decomposition is expressed as Φ(Rρ ρ ρ) = ∞ j=0 φ j Z j (ρ ρ ρ), where the Zernike coefficients are calculated by projecting the phase on the polynomial basis:
Q j (κ κ κ), the Fourier Transform of Π p (ρ ρ ρ)Z j (ρ ρ ρ), can be written as:
A.3. The elements of the interaction matrix The elements of the interaction matrix D ∞ are defined in Eq. (18) and can be rewritten as following:
By making use of Fourier Transform, the previous equation becomes:
Assuming circular subapertures, that is Π k s (κ κ κ) as in Eq. (19), we obtain: 
if |m| even
Switching to polar coordinates with ρ ρ ρ k = [ρ k , θ k ] and κ κ κ = [κ, γ], we have:
In the integral over γ, we recognize the Bessel functions of App. (A.1) that we explicitly define in Table (A-1) . This leads to the below expressions of the interaction matrix coefficients:
Introducing the subaperture function Π s and the LGS covariance matrix of Eq. (7), we get:
where ∆α α α qp = α α α p − α α α q . Further, we follow the analytical development of Molodij [58] , with the intermediate change of variable η η η = ρ ρ ρ 1 − ρ ρ ρ 2 . In our case however, we also take into account the derivative properties of Fourier Transform. Thus we have: Switching to polar coordinates and assuming circular subapertures, we get: we recognize the integral forms of Bessel functions of Table ( A-1):
We thus obtain the final expression for the moment < s
> as an integral of product of Bessel functions:
The expression of associated moments < s
> can be derived in a straighforward way by simple analogy:
which, for circular subapertures become: 
Again, by my means of Fourier Transform properties and variable changes of Molodij [58] , the previous equation changes to:
From the expression of Q 1 using Eq. (A-7), we develop the equation in polar coordinates:
where ρ pq (h) and θ pq are the modulus and the argument of h∆α α αpq Rζ(h) . According to the integral definition of Bessel functions, we obtain:
Similarly, from the definition of Q 2 relative to the tilt Zernike coefficient φ lgs 2 , we obtain: (16) and Eq. (A-6) we have:
which in the Fourier plane rewrites in the following generic form:
.κ κ κ (A-37)
Using Eq. (A-7) and assuming circular subapertures, the previous equation becomes in polar coordinates:
where ρ pq k (h) and θ pq k are the modulus and the argument of h∆α α αpq Rζ(h) − ρ k . Again we introduce the integral definition of Bessel functions so that we finally obtain:
By analogy, we compute the remaining moments: We perform the change of variable η η η = ζ(h)ρ ρ ρ 1 − ρ ρ ρ 2 [58] , and we make use of the derivative properties of Fourier Transform to obtain the generic expression of the moment:
< s (A-56)
The moment associated to the tilt coefficient is deduced from above by straightformward analogy: 
